Month in Review – History Center – September
2010
Fall Newsletter
 The Avalon History Center & Historical Society Fall newsletter was completed and is
ready to be sent out. Extra copies can be obtained from the History Center and Avalon
Free Public Library. Highlights include; photo restoration project, spring and summer
event updates, and the annual museum dinner.

Above. Assorted photos of the newsletter

Annual Museum Dinner


The Avalon Free Public Library History Center & Historical Society will be hosting its
annual dinner on November 6th from 6-8 pm. The dinner will include a lecture from
noted Monmouth University Professor Dr. Richard Veit, author of Digging New Jersey’s
Past, a look at some of our new exhibits, and a silent auction with objects of regional
interest. Tickets are $25.00 per person. Interested parties should R.S.V.P the Avalon
History Center at (609) 967-0090 or a web response at jangemi@avalonfreelibrary.org.

Wi-Fi at the Center


Starting immediately the Avalon History Center will be offering Wi-Fi internet service.
With the new and expanded internet capability the Center hopes patrons take
advantage of our grounds and library room.

Researchers Served
 The Avalon History Center served three researchers for the month of August. The topics
dealt with included public works, the 1962 storm, and school history in Avalon.
Photographs sampled date as far back as 1917 up to and including the current.

Civic Organizations meet at the History Center’s Library Room.
 The Avalon Garden and Women’s Civic Club both hosted their monthly meetings at the
History Center.

Library employees temporarily relocate to the History Center
 As the Library undergoes some cosmetic changes employees have temporarily relocated
office space to the 2nd floor of the History Center. When changes are completed within
the library employee staffing will shift back to the library, but a work station will remain
open on the 2nd floor of the Center.

Exhibit Cases donated to new Historical Society
 As new exhibit spaces take shape at the History Center some of our older exhibit cases
needed to be removed to coincide with upcoming projects. After an advertisement
listed on Hnet NJ elicited a huge response the cases were donated to the Historical
Society of Winslow Township, NJ. Hopefully the cases will help the new Historical
Society provide the public insightful looks at collections and Southern NJ history.

